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L.A.
CONFLUENTIAL
For 75 years, the L.A. River
was cemented over and largely
forgotten, except for an occasional
movie cameo. now the waterway
is cast in a new role: a place to dip
your paddle. By Eric Smillie

it Was a perfect day for a paddle. Morning
sunlight danced over the water. A light breeze
pushed through a stand of sycamores, rousing
an egret into flight. The river was smooth, clear,
and calm.
“It’s almost hard to believe we are where we
are,” said George Wolfe, our tour guide and the
person most responsible for bringing boating
back to the Los Angeles River. We were smack
in the heart of the most populated city in the
West, less than a mile from one of the busiest
freeway interchanges on the planet. Yet we
floated over pools of carp and past low bluffs
and sloping banks thick with willows that
enclosed us in a corridor as green and quiet and
peaceful as any country creek. After a while,
we came to a small cascade, where we grounded
our boats and then
followed Wolfe up an
The L.A. River
embankment toward a
like you’ve never
seen it on TV
narrow trail.
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Get on
the river
paddlers can now access the
two most natural—and beginnerfriendly—sections of the L.A. River.
Here’s what you need to know to
go with the flow.

Glendale Narrows
Where Elysian Valley
What 21⁄ 2 miles that alternate

between shallow pools and small
sets of class I rapids
How Boaters put in by Rattlesnake
Park below Fletcher Drive and
take out at Egret Park. Anyone with
a nonmotorized boat (no inner
tubes) can take a shot at the
Narrows, but hooking up with
an outfitter is the way to go
(see list below).
More information Get parking
tips, a map, and other details
from the Mountains Recreation &
Conservation Authority. lariver
recreation.org.
Sepulveda Basin
Where Van Nuys
What 11⁄ 2 miles of

We poked our heads out from the brush and surveyed our surroundings
for the first time: golf courses on all sides, and farther out, beyond the hazy
distance, the faint outline of a city. Then, from nowhere—a roar. A small jet
passed directly over our heads, taking off from Van Nuys Airport. Everyone
jumped, except for Wolfe. “Oh, that’s normal,” he said, and we headed back toward the river.
There’s nothing normal about the Los Angeles River. Just last year, it technically wasn’t a river at all.
Not to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, which has managed it since the 1930s as a flood-control
canal. Not to the city of Los Angeles, which declared the channel off-limits. Chances are, unless you
had a permit to film John Travolta race a hot rod down its concrete spine, you’d never step foot near it.
I like to think I know what a river is. As a teenager, I wet my oars on long wilderness trips: two
weeks on the Allagash in Maine, floating close enough to families of moose to see their breath, and a
monthlong voyage deep into Quebec’s Témiscamie, a river so remote we had to be resupplied by
plane. The rivers I’ve known are wild, willful things that can sweep you along gently one moment
and violently upend you the next. They nourish communities, connect cultures, and reinforce one of
life’s great lessons: It’s sometimes best to simply let go.
As I slipped the life vest over my chest and eased the kayak back into the water, I considered the
Most of the river
was paved after
a flood in 1938.
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easy paddling
through a lush riparian habitat,
home to 200 species of birds
How As of now, if you want to
experience this section of the river,
you need to be on a guided tour.
Access points depend on the tour
operator, but the outfitters usually
put in at beaches near Balboa and
Burbank Boulevards.
More information Contact the
L.A. Conservation Corps through
its Paddle the L.A. River website,
paddlethelariver.org.
tour operators

Organized trips include all the
needed gear, a paddling and
safety orientation, and historical
and ecological backgrounds
from the river rat guides.
L.A. River Expeditions $60/
21⁄ 2 hrs.; lariverexpeditions.com.
Paddle the L.A. River $53/
11⁄ 2 hrs.; paddlethelariver.org.
L.A. River Kayak Safari $65/
half-day; lariverkayaksafari.org.

writes about a grounded crew team scraping its oars on the concrete
banks (headline: “L.A. River Rowing Team Hits Rock Bottom”).
Wolfe’s antics caught the attention of Heather Wylie, a water regulator with the Army Corps of Engineers in Los Angeles. The Corps
was in the process of officially defining all but the mouth of the L.A.
River as “not traditionally navigable.” According to the Clean Water
Act of 1972, any waterway that has been, is, or possibly could be traveled by boat should be protected from pollution. When boating goes,
clean water goes with it. Frustrated by the bureaucracy of the Corps,
Wylie leaked the plans to the press and joined forces with Wolfe.
On a sunny Friday morning in July 2008, Wolfe, Wylie, and 10
others put in at Canoga Park and journeyed all 51 miles of the Los
Angeles River. For three days, they paddled under freeways, past
homeless encampments, and through choppy, class I rapids. News
crews filmed the spectacle as supporters cheered from the same
riverbanks on which Patrick Swayze outran Keanu Reeves in Point
Break. On day two, after the paddlers slipped through the floodgates
of the Sepulveda Dam, a police helicopter appeared overhead, loudspeakering threats: “Get out of the river. Now.” They called it a river!
And in the end, so did the Environmental Protection Agency.
Two years after the expedition, the agency released a report

Continued from page 28
river before me. For the better part of a century, it had been
neglected, cemented over. I wondered: If you strangle a river—iron
out its bends and subvert its will—is it still a river?
shoots 51 miles straight through the gut of
L.A. It starts in Canoga Park and flows south through the San
Fernando Valley, past Griffith Park and downtown L.A., before
reaching Long Beach, where it dumps into the Pacific Ocean. Along
the way, it passes the ranch homes and warehouses, highways and
rail yards, billboards and Chipotles of the city’s 4 million residents.
While summer flows come in a peaceful trickle, winter storms can
send water thundering to the ocean at 45 miles an hour. This
happened in 1938, when a flood killed almost 100 Angelenos and
destroyed hundreds of homes. To protect the population, the Army
Corps of Engineers cast the river in cement. Most of the river—39 of
its 51 miles—is paved over. For Los Angeles, and the world, the L.A.
River became a gritty drainage ditch, a nonplace.
Not for writer turned activist George Wolfe. “This whole notion
that a natural area was forbidden made it even more tantalizing,”
says Wolfe. “Something in you responds to that and says, That’s just
not right.” So in 2008, Wolfe planned a prank: He would boat the
entire length of the river. The idea was to disprove the Army Corps’
claim that the canal was not a traditionally navigable waterway. “It
was supposed to be this tongue-in-cheek thing,” an outgrowth of
lalatimes.com, a fake news site he helped run. In one article, Wolfe

The Los Angeles River
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We kept moving downstream, to where the current slowed to a
trickle. The dirt gave way to concrete and the walls turned vertical
as the river ran below Interstate 5 and State 110 toward downtown.
There was less than a half-inch of water on the bottom, and Wolfe
and I walked in it to the mouth of the Arroyo Seco, a cementwrapped tributary that drains from the San Gabriels. In August
1769, Father Juan Crespi camped at this same confluence and put
down the area’s first written description. “The beds of both are very
well lined with large trees, sycamores, willows, cottonwoods, and
very large live oaks,” he wrote. He noted wild grapevines, sage, and
blooming wild roses, as well as doves, quail, and thrushes. All in all,
“a very lush and pleasing spot, in every respect.”
I said good-bye to Wolfe and returned to the Narrows. I found
a small concrete beach ringed with sand and reeds, sheltered by a
thicket of bushes. I was the only person there. Semis lumbered in
the background, and the watery sweetness of mud and moss filled
the air. The sun warmed my neck as my mind drifted and the
concerns of the day grew distant. Suddenly, a great blue heron burst
from the bushes, flapping its wings low over the water. Seeing me,
it veered away upstream. Ripples and eddies danced on the current.
It was a river, I could tell.

defining the entire Los Angeles River as traditionally navigable,
with pictures of the renegade voyage on the cover. It was, as Wolfe
was quick to point out, a watershed moment.
Wylie left her job after the stunt, and now consults for nonprofit
environmental groups. “I didn’t do this just because I love the L.A.
River,” she tells me. “I did it to set a good precedent for other rivers,
many of which are at risk of losing their protection. Especially in
the West.” The lesson is, if you like a river, you better boat it.
This past January, a state bilL recognizing the Los Angeles as an
official river went into effect. The bill opened up to boaters a 2 1/2-mile
soft-bottomed stretch of river near Elysian Park and Dodger
Stadium called the Glendale Narrows.
I asked Wolfe to meet me there one morning.
It was a month before paddling season officially began, so we
found a pedestrian path above the river and started to walk. Below
us, the water was fast and frothy. We passed by legions of bikers
and joggers as well as high shrubs that hid the neighboring homes
and warehouses before we reached a low chain-link fence. On the
other side, a man with sandy blond hair watered his flower beds, a
rooster scratching nearby. Grove Pashley is on the neighborhood
council and has been advocating for the river’s restoration since
2010. “I think I’m one of the first people around here to open up his
yard to the river,” says Pashley. “There was always crap that went
on down here. Gangs and stuff. Now people are looking at the river
in a new way. It’s a good thing.”

